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Soft Gravel
Combining the benefits of rubber and gravel

PERMABOUND Soft Gravel is a unique bound surfacing solution that creates seamless, durable, fully SuDs 
compliant and low-maintenance surfaces. Soft Gravel is a term used to describe a permeable, hybrid 
rubber and resin bound gravel surfacing system which is an attractive alternative to hardcore, tarmac 
or concrete for a wide range of applications including paths, walkways, nature trails, cycle tracks, golf 
course buggy tracks, tree pits, patios and borders. By combining recycled rubber chips (SBR) and washed, 
dried aggregate with a single-part binder, a flexible but hardy surface can be created which requires 
little-to-no maintenance and will resist some of the harsh conditions a public surface is subjected to.

Creating seamless, flexible yet hardy 
surfaces, Soft Gravel can be utilised 

for a whole host of applications

VERSATILE
The combination of rubber & gravel 
produces a non-slip surface ideal for 
a wide range of applications

SLIP RESISTANT
Soft gravel surfaces are permeable 

which allows rain and surface water to 
drain naturally into the ground below

SUDS COMPLIANT

Soft Gravel requires little-to-no 
maintenance & will resist the harsh 

conditions a public surface experiences

LOW MAINTENANCE
Soft Gravel is simple to lay once 
correctly mixed which can be levelled 
and compacted with a hand trowel

EASY TO INSTALL

The use of soft gravel to create your 
required surface can reduce or even 

eliminate planning requirements

PLANNING EXEMPTIONS
The innovative combination of 
rubber and gravel will produce 

stunning surfaces for your projects

DECORATIVE

KEY FACTS
» Soft Gravel Kits Include: 

25kg 2-6mm SBR Rubber, 25kg 2-5mm 
Aggregate & 6.5kg Polyurethane Binder 

» Colours Available: 
All Black, Red Black, Silver Black & Gold 
Black

» Kit Coverage: 2m² at 25mm (approx.)

» Binder Included: PERMABOUND SG 
Rubber Polyurethane Binder

» Mixed In: Forced Action Mixer

» Installed on: Concrete, Tarmac, or 
Compacted MOT Type 1

» Curing Time: 6 to 24 Hours (Full Cured 
Strength in 3 days)

APPLICATIONS

PERMABOUND are dedicated to providing the 
most accurate details in order for them to make an 
informed decision on our range. However, there may 
occasionally be errors or omissions and we reserve the 
right to amend or remove specifications without notice.
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PATHWAYS
Create flexible and durable public or domestic 
paths and walkways

NATURE TRAILS
Ideal for nature trails, creating hard wearing & low 
maintenance surfaces

CYCLING PATHS
Soft gravel produces seamless & non-slip surfaces 
perfect for cycling paths

GOLF COURSES
Produce all weather paths on golf courses for 
buggies and trolleys

TREE PITS
Create decorative, soft, durable & permeable tree 
pits and surrounds

PATIO SPACES
A stunning & low maintenance alternative for 
surfacing patio areas
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